
Using ‘Would You Rather’ 
Prompts Suggestions:
• Start the day or a class session by presenting a "Would you rather" prompt related 

to Christmas. Encourage students to share their preferences with a show of hands 
and provide reasons for their choices.

• Use the prompts as writing exercises. Have students write short paragraphs or 
stories explaining why they chose one option over the other.

• Assign each student a "Would you rather" prompt to discuss with their classmates. 
They can present their choice and reasons in front of the class, enhancing their 
public speaking skills.

• Divide the class into small groups and have them discuss their preferences for a 
specific prompt. This encourages collaboration and communication.

• Encourage students to think critically by asking them to justify their choices. Why 
did they choose one option? What are the pros and cons?

• Have students draw or create art based on their chosen scenario. For example, 
they can illustrate their dream Christmas tree covered in candy canes.

• Integrate these prompts into holiday-themed projects. For example, have students 
create a holiday card that depicts their chosen scenario.

• Turn the prompts into a math lesson by having students tally the number of 
students who prefer each option, helping them practice basic data analysis and 
graphing.

• Use the prompts as a springboard for discussing different holiday traditions 
around the world. For instance, "Would you rather celebrate Christmas in a log 
cabin or on a tropical island" can lead to discussions about various holiday 
customs.

• Encourage students to decorate the classroom or a bulletin board with artwork or 
written responses related to their favorite prompts.

• Assign a "Would you rather" prompt as a homework task, encouraging students to 
discuss their preferences with family members and share their family's choices 
with the class.

• Play a game where students listen to their classmates' choices and try to 
remember who chose what. This helps enhance listening skills.:

• Turn the prompts into survey questions, and have students survey their 
classmates to collect and analyze data on preferences.
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